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 Introduction to Pobal
 Introduction to the Irish Partnerships Introduction to the Irish Partnerships
 Brief background
 Creating a more inclusive labour market:

Partnership strategies
 Effectiveness
 Reflections and challenges



 Intermediary

 Expert body Expert body

 Role of the European Union

 Established as co-ordinating body for Partnerships

 Wider role and function on behalf of Government





Structures and organisation
Focus on the most disadvantaged,  g ,

especially those most distant from the 
labour market

Moving people towards mainstream 
services, education, training, 

l t  lf l temployment, self-employment
Local strategies responding to local needs



Inter-agency, filling gaps and making links 
between agenciesbetween agencies

Innovation based on local autonomy
Agility in responding to change Agility in responding to change 





General 

Ireland’s population: 4.2 million

G  D ti  P d t   €191 billi  Gross Domestic Product:  €191 billion 
($239 billion)

Numbers in employment: 2.1 million



(A) Early 1990s

High unemployment, including high long-
term unemployment 

Concentrated disadvantage in some areas Concentrated disadvantage in some areas 
(inner city areas, remote rural areas)

Failure of previous, centrally-driven 
strategies to combat unemploymentstrategies to combat unemployment

New context of National Social Partnership



(A) Early 1990s…contd

G i  i t t t EU l l i  l l    Growing interest at EU level in local,  
partnership  approaches

k l l Decision taken in 1991 National Social 
Partnership agreement to establish 12 pilot local 
(area-based) partnership companies, with a ( ) p p p ,
central coordinating body (Pobal)

 Focus at that time was on identifying a small  Focus at that time was on identifying a small 
number of areas of very high unemployment, and 
bringing all relevant agencies together in 
coordinated efforts to reduce unemployment coordinated efforts to reduce unemployment 
through innovative, locally appropriate strategies



(B) Later 1990s to today(B) Later 1990s to today

 In response to successes, rapid expansion of  In response to successes, rapid expansion of 
the number of local Partnership companies 
during 1990s 

Mainstreaming of many initiatives begun 
through the local Partnerships, including 
Local Employment Service  Social Economy Local Employment Service, Social Economy 
Programme, childcare provision, Rural 
Transport Programme



Changing macro-economic context:

Rate of economic 
growth

Unemployment 
rate (ILO definition)

1993    2.3 %
1998    8.4 %
2003     %

1993 16 %
1998 8 %
2003 4 %2003    4.5 %

2008    - 1.3 %

2003 4 %
2008 6 % 

 Local Partnerships re-define  themselves in response   
to the environment,  but their flexibility allows thisy

 National coverage and mainstreaming



Labour market vulnerability

Mainstream labour market supports Mainstream labour market supports 
Examples of Partnership strategies:

 Strategy 1:  Outreach, guidance, information 
and referral– making contact (e.g. through 
local community organisations) with those local community organisations) with those 
who are “hardest to reach” and furthest from 
mainstream supportspp



 Strategy 2:  Flexible and targeted training – Strategy 2:  Flexible and targeted training 
meeting  training needs in ways that standard 
training courses do not (in terms of location, 
fl ibl  h  i i  f hild  di g flexible hours, provision of childcare, responding 
to clients’ own wishes in terms of training, etc)

 Strategy 3:  On-the-job training  / giving work 
experience to people who have poor employment 

d  l  i l d   i l t irecords – examples include many social enterprises

 Strategy 4:  Working with early school leavers  and  Strategy 4:  Working with early school leavers  and 
adults , encouraging them to return to formal 
education   and/ or  avail of life long learning 

i iopportunities



- Studies and evaluations -Studies and evaluations 

Figures have to be seen in the following context:
W ki g ith th  t l bl  i  th  l b  Working with the most vulnerable in the labour 

market
Many individuals receive supports over a 2 to 4 year y pp y

period
Linked supports from a number of agencies provided  

 h d t  k  l l i  b t i tso hard to make causal claims about impact
 Impact study: 73% undertook training; 44% went into 

employment and self employment; 98% reported employment and self employment; 98% reported 
positive results



Despite relative small scale investment Partnerships 
play valuable roles in:

Making connections, building networks and 
mobilising collective resources to link vulnerable 

ith l d id fgroups with employers and a wide range of 
education, training, health service and other 
organisations.  Collaborations bolstered by service g y
level agreements and protocols  

Developing menus of options to assist progression. p g p p g
Holistic personalised responses  



 Acting flexibly to fill local gaps in mainstream 
supports

Targeting and engaging those who are most distant 
from the labour market who often fall through thefrom the labour market who often fall through the 
cracks in mainstream supports and services

 Innovation to develop and pilot new approaches
Enabling participation of all stakeholders including 

the very marginalised sectors of society in 
mechanisms that enhance local governance andmechanisms that enhance local governance  and 
more responsive policy development and 
implementation





l l l h(1) Balancing local autonomy with  
accountability to the centre

Need to focus on results, but risk of focusing on the   
wrong “result indicators”
C  d d ith t t  th  t f Care needed with respect to the sort of 
accountability and  monitoring – need for a focus 
not on “compliance monitoring” but on “diagnostic p g g
monitoring”, which involves organisations engaging 
in systematic reflection  and a focus on outcomes 
secured   secured.  



(2) Capacity constraints at local level 

There is variation in strategic capacity to respond 
to the needs of vulnerable groups. Continuous 
developmental process. Supports are needed as is 
benchmarking of local Partnerships



(3) Partnership is essential but challenging

Need for holistic, joined-up approaches. Individuals Need for holistic, joined up approaches. Individuals 
may face a range of interconnected barriers to their 
progression such as discrimination, as well as policy-
related barriersrelated barriers

Achieving genuine inter-agency cooperation / 
partnership. Local-level support  is important but it p p pp p
also requires  strong backing from employer 
organisations, trade unions and agencies at the  
centrecentre





(4) V ti l l i t i f ti l(4) Vertical learning to inform national 
policy development

A clearly articulated and supported national 
strategic framework within which local g
contributions can be made is important if 
there is to be a harmonisation of local and 

i l li lnational policy goals. 



To learn from the local success and indeed failures,  it is 
essential that there are effective feedback loops. Several 
ingredients are necessary:g y

 Capacity at local level to gather data and to reflect

 Structures at national level to draw together and to  
reflect on local learning 

 P li k i C l G d b Policy makers in Central Government need to be
keen to hear the lessons



Th k YThank You


